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LANCASHIRE 450-1050 A.D. bI B.J .N. Edwarde

The last issue of Contrebis contained the information that

this one would carry an article on the Dark Ages in Lancashire.
Readers will note that the title has altered somewhat, and they

may well feel that the substitution is not an improvement. The

reason is simply that there is no good label for the period between
the removal of Britain from the orbit of the Rom~n Empire, and the

coming of the Normans which is so firmly enshrined in history as the
beginning of the Middle Ages. It is a very interesting speculation,

which others have indul!ed before lie, and which we cannot pursue here,

as to whether an archaeologist, without the benefit of documents

would recognise the Norman conquest. It seems very probable that he
would not, or at least that he would date it some bit too late.

The Noran conquest was, however, a clear and definite event to

which a date is assigned. How much lIore difficult it is for archaeol

ogical traces to be found of a process which was wholly gradual. In

the middle of the fourth century Britain was firmly a pu-t of the

Roman Empire in administrative, cultural and any other terms one likes

to name. By the middle of the following century it wae not, and what

ever happened in 410 was no lIore than a civil service statement,

preserved by chance, of a state of affairs which was well under weigh.

However one views the question of how far the presence of Germanic •
soldiers in Britain prior to 400 A.D. contributed to the arrival and

eventual dominance of such peoples in this country over the next couple

of hundred years, it is convenient for the archaeologist that they t
were pagans, and buried grave goods with their dead. It is the dis

tribution of the cemeteries which gives us our best evidence for the

process of the spread of these pagans from north-west Europe whom Bede

has taught us to think of particularly as Angles, Saxons and Jutes.

Distribution maps of these cemeteries show two small spots in· Lancal!lhire

al!lthe farthest north and west, and these represent, first, three sherds

from two pots which are in Ribchester Museum. We have no certain proof
that they came from that l!lite,but they are so scruffy and uninteresting

in themselves that they are unlikely to have been brought from else

where. One of them in particular is a very early (i.e. fifth century)
example. They are accompanied by a small bronze brooch and an· iron

shield boss, which would be typical grave goods to have been found with

them. These again are not spectacular museum objects. All four objects

are given much greater weight by the fact that an undoubted silver
bracelet of the seventh century was found at Ribchester in 1947. This
is in the British Museum.

The second Lancashire site is the result of the discovery in 1850

of a Saxon urn at Red Bank in ltmchester. This is very good evidence
in that it was not recognised at that date and was described as 'Iate

British'. We have,thus, some slight archaeological evidence that
Anglian settlers, in their penetration inland from the east coast, which

is evidenced by the distribution maps, crossed at least one of the trans

Pennine routes. The picture is greatly buttressed by the place-name

evidence, which attests considerable Anglian settlement in the county,
and some of it quite early. It may be, too, that two Anglo-Suon
cremation urns in the British Museum which were bought in the nineteenth
century at a sale in Colne, came trom that area.
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Of the post-migration period, i.e. the eighth and ninth century} our
Lancashire evidence is almost wholly from fragments of sculptured crosses.
Of the quite numeroU8list ot Lancashire sites where such fragments survive,
the best known1s undoubtedly Whalley, where the crosses have become associa
ted with the name of St Paulinus. It is, however, quite certain that the
surviving crosses at Whalley are some three hundred years later than Paulinus,
and that by tar the most important site in the county in this respect is
Lancaster. There are nowfifteen fragments trom thirteen crosses recorded
from Lancaster, and of these, several are in a distinctive style, combined
with rather small size, which has been taken to indicate a transmissior. of
ideas first trom Hexbamto Ripon, and then on to Lancaster. Sites on the
way, such as Homby, suggest that the ultimate route to Lancaster was down
the Lune valley. The existence of so manyfragments of crosses at Lancaster
led Collingwood to suggest, over tort l' years ago, that there was almost
certainly a monastic site there in the eighth and ninth centuries. Weknow,
almost by chance, of the existence ot a monastery at Heversham in Westmorland,
and there is no inherent improbability in this.

Archaeologically we have little else in the county from the period
which is not specifically Viking or Norse. There are some halt dozen records
of coin finds; and there is, ot course, the remarkable site of Heysham. Here
we have two churches within a literal stone's throw of one another which are
not only basically or the same, Anglo-Saxon, date, but are the only ones in
the whole county (Pace Lancaster Priory church). St Peter I 8 church has a
blocked west door, a removed north door re-erected in the churchyard, and
clear evidence of the south-east and south-west corners of the nave which
shows that it was always its present size. On the headland above is the well
knownSt Patrick's chapel, which must be almost completely contemporary with
St Peter's, and long arter St Patrick. Beside it are the rock-cut graves, and
while it would be nice to label them Anglo-Saxon, it must be admitted that
there is no torlDB.1JProot ot their date at 811.

This brings us in our briet survey to the Vikings, or Norsemen. Again
the place-name evidence is considerable, while that of archaeology is compara
tively slight. These place names show that the Norse settlers who COlDe to
Cumberland, WestJlOrlandand Iancashire in the tirst half of the tenth century,
came, not directly from Scandinavia, but by way of Ireland and Man. They seem,
too, to have come in peace, for their settlements are often on land marginal
to the better lands on which the Anglian place names are found.

Someof them, however, were pagan, it we accept the evidence of furnished
graves. Wecan cite a probable .1% of thes. in the county - at Blaekrod,
Billington, Inskip, Claughton, Heyehamand Rampside. or these it is unlikely
that we will ever knowanything muchof Blaekrod or Billington. A sword
survives from Inskip and part or another from Bampside. At Hey-shamwe have
a hog-hack tombstone with unexplained imagery and a story of a wwordfound
beneath it in the eighteenth century. Only trom Claughton, where a moundwas
dug through in 1822, have we anythinF like a full aceount, and even this
bristles with prOblems. I have argued elsewhere the case that the moundat
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Claughtonwas a Viking moundand that the presence in it of a Bronze-Age
hammerand a pot containing a cremation does not mke it a Bronze Age
barrow into which a Viking burial we inserted. Of Viking material this
moundcontained two tortoise brooches, a silver plaque ot Carolin9ian

origin converted into a brooch, two beads and tour iron objects - a s'oIord
a epear, an ase and a hallller.

These iron objects have not survived, although we knowwhat they
looked like. MOreimpressive than any ot them is the great spear-head
from Messrs. Storey's in 1961. This is 22!" long, and retains woodin
its socket.

Let us conclude with a mention of two finds of considerable interest
archaeologically and also of a spectacular nature. First of these was the
discovery on Halton MOorin 1815 of a silver gilt bowl containing 860
silver pennies" two gold 'bracteates' and a plaited silver wire torque.
or these iteDlSmost of the coins have disappeared, but most of the rest
survive and the hoard can be dated to c.l025. The silver-gilt bowl is an
extraord1na;'Y'piece with four medallions, two containing bulls and two
leopards ('1), aPParently madein Southern Germanytmder Italian influence.
There is a replica in Lancaster Museum.

The other is the great Cuerdale Hoardof 1840. This, found in the

course of work on the bank ot the Ri. bb1e, is not only the most spebt;culararchaeological find ever -4- in Lancashire, but is the largest ho~ of

Viking silver ever found anywhereoutside Russia. There were overl7000coins and c.3/4 cwt. of silver, and it is a striking tact that, al~hough
the coins have generated a considerable literature, the hoard as ai whole
is still unpublished.

Whatis the overall picture? Anarea which had coneiderab1e eettle
ment throughout the period, but ot which the archaeology is sparse. True,
but howmuchdo we knowarc~eologically of the non-fortified settlement
of any other period in the county' e history?
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